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Pension Reform Efforts
The Local Government Finance Committee continues to work on
developing a comprehensive set of pension principles to be endorsed
by the ACC-OC Board of Directors. Pension reform is a weighty issue
impacting the state, as well as at the municipal and local levels of
governance.
In codifying the pension principles, the committee's purpose is to
present a working document, which will help inform ACC-OC's
advocacy on the issue locally and statewide.
The starting point and discussion environment for these efforts in April
of 2017 has led the committee members to recognize that more time
and feedback are necessary to craft an authoritative and robust
pension reform blueprint.
To that end, the committee has embarked on an assertive campaign
to engage with additional stakeholders, and plans on coordinating
efforts with statewide organizations such as the League of California
Cities and CalPERS.
In conducting this outreach, the committee expects to follow an
aggressive, but workable timeline as it solicits feedback and direction,
which began in May.

CITY SQUARE

Proposed Timeline:
-May 2017
Solicit feedback on Pension Principles for Orange County
stakeholder groups until May 26th
Staff reviews and updates pension principles based on
feedback from stakeholder group
-June-July 2017
ACC-OC Board of Directors review proposed Pension
Principles for adoption
Staff coordinates outreach to stakeholder groups outside of
Orange County
Staff conducts monetary impact of proposed Pension
Principles in consultation with CalPERS
-September-November 2017
Staff and stakeholder group plan trip to CalPERS Board
meetings to discuss possible reforms
Develop information campaign for the general public and state
legislators
Work with statewide organizations to identify sponsored bill
ideas for the 2018 year.
As the process continues, the committee will provide updates to
members on upcoming deliverables, which will serve an informative
purpose as the dialogue unfolds.

Small Cell Site White Paper & Model Ordinance
Community access to high quality, wireless broadband connectivity
continues to be an important policy area that ACC-OC leadership is
working on to bring greater clarity for city council members, city
managers and planning departments.
To advance this effort, in May the ACC-OC Board of Directors
approved unanimously a whitepaper, which explores the nuances
and legal issues, regulations and permitting processes associated
with small cell site technologies.
Small cell or microsites are an alternative to the traditional large
scale macrosite communication infrastructure. Municipalities are
under increasing pressure to provide cost effective, reliable and high
quality broadband services for their citizenry. Some experts
estimate that in the next three years, mobile data consumption
could increase a thousand-fold, and many Orange County Cities do
not have the land, space, or desire to continue to construct large cell
towers to meet the increasing demand.
With small cell technologies, municipalities have an option that can
provide efficiencies, cost savings and essential transmission
services. However, if the process is handled haphazardly;
microsites can also deliver dangerous, ineffective, aesthetically
unpleasing sites.
In approving the whitepaper, the Board provided an informational

brief for stakeholders, who can utilize its contents as a primer on the
topic, as they navigate and engage with wireless providers.
The multiple month effort in assembling the whitepaper could not
have been achieved without the collaboration and partnership of a
team of cities and private sector companies:
City of Fountain Valley
City of Lake Forest
City of Tustin
City of Placentia
City of Mission Viejo
City of Huntington Beach
City of Anaheim
AT&T
ATS Communications
Mobilitie
SoCal Gas
Cox Communications
Next up for the Infrastructure & Technology Committee in the small
cell endeavor, is to craft a model ordinance laying out the best
practices for municipalities to follow on implementing microsite
technology solutions. The committee is expecting to have a
completed draft for review at the end of July 2017.

Homeless Service Planning Area Meetings
Recap
The week of June 5, 2017 leadership across the Orange County
system of care to address homelessness in our communities,
gathered together for three Service Planning Area Meetings in
the North, Central and South Regions. Following the successful
March meeting inaugurals, this second in a series of ongoing
dialogues brought together key stakeholders from the
municipalities, non-profits, Service Planning Areas and the
County in a collaborative and engagement effort to better
understand and tackle the issue of homelessness.
The meetings presented an array of information including care
coordination discussions and an analysis of the Point in Time
Counts conducted earlier in the year. Perhaps most important
though were two detailed presentations directed at the State of
Homelessness in Orange County and the advocacy measures
designed around garnering support for mitigating homelessness
in our communities.
Illustrative in its findings was the recently completed and soon
to be released Cost Study of Homelessness report, conducted
by a joint effort between the Orange County United Way,
Jamboree, University of California, Irvine and the ACC-OC.
"Approximately $299 million was spent to address
homelessness in Orange County by governmental and
non-governmental entities in a 12-month period

encompassing 2014/2015."
Municipalities account for $120 million
Hospitals $77 million
The County $62 million
Non-governmental housing agencies $35 million
"Costs are highest in Orange County's health care
services cluster."
"Homelessness is caused primarily by lack of
sufficient income or job loss combined with high
costs of housing in Orange County."
"10 percent of the chronically street homeless incur
annual costs higher than $439, 787, whereas the
most costly 10 percent of those in Permanent
Supportive Housing incur annual costs in excess of
only $55,332."
"A cost savings estimate of approximately $42
million per year if all Orange County chronically
homeless were placed into Permanent Supportive
Housing."
The second presentation, equally perspicuous presented policy
analysis centered on funding programs at the state and federal
level. Solving the homelessness epidemic demands a
federalism approach with cooperation from all levels of
government. From a funding perspective, the federal fiscal
contributions are a critical component of ameliorating the
homelessness problem. Drastic funding cuts are proposed for
Fiscal Year 2018 across multiple programs, with California
bearing an over-sized burden:
McKinney-Vento Homelessness Assistance Grants
Continuum of Care Grants
Emergency Solutions Grants
National Homelessness Data Analysis project
The Community Development Block Grant
Affordable Housing
Public Housing Capital Fund
National Housing Trust Fund
Home Investment Partnerships Program
Medicaid Changes
American Health Care Act
State funding is of paramount concern as well, and the state is
at the ready with $2 billion in capital waiting to be deployed
towards "Housing First" solutions. These dollars will be
allocated to counties, but depend on municipality collaboration
and input relative to grant proposals. The No Place Like Home
Program will be a priority for ACC-OC members as the second
half of 2017 commences.
On a final note, patrons received a detailed navigation through
SB 2, a law "ensuring that every jurisdiction identifies potential
sites where new emergency shelters can be located without
discretionary review by local government." The presenters also
provided a valuable draft ordinance from the City of Orange
that precisely identifies critical language necessary for
successful SB 2 implementation. This ordinance in Orange

served as the framework for bringing together the soon to open
Family CareCenter, "the first new facility in Orange County
developed under the provisions" of SB 2.
Over the three days, approximately 250 County leaders
convened to discuss the critical issues of homelessness, and
will come together in the coming months to continue the
discourse, learnings and policy efforts.

Board of Directors approves a Sober Living
Taskforce
A recent three part series in the Orange County Register
highlighted the growing concern surrounding a saturation of
sober living homes and recovery residences in our communities.
http://www.ocregister.com/2017/05/21/how-some-southerncalifornia-drug-rehab-centers-exploit-addiction/
According to the piece: "In all, the region is home to 1,117
licensed rehab centers, a number that doesn't include
thousands of unlicensed sober living homes where addicts live
as families."
The problem of sober living homes is an acute one with an array
of issues including: care quality, lack of regulation and
supervision, crime, health and wellness and neighborhood
safety.
ACC-OC has taken a lead position in bringing together the key
stakeholders who are addressing this issue in their communities.
To that end, in May the ACC-OC Board of Directors unanimously
approved the formation of a Sober Living Home Taskforce to
bring clarity and develop a policy architecture around solving
this critical challenge.
The Task Force is vital, as the implications and impacts of these
facilities and residences, and the lack of effective oversight are
not just felt in Orange County, but across Southern California, the
state, Southwest region and nationally.
In the coming months the talented members of this Taskforce will
ascertain the key elements necessary to craft policy and
legislative language, which can then be strategically and
tactically implemented at the state and federal level to achieve
transformational results.
As one example, in Washington D.C, California House member
Darrel Issa is advancing a bill, which would assist in offering
federal regulatory relief and provide municipalities more
authority over sober living homes.
With these efforts and a strong collaborative approach among
all stakeholders, the issue of sober living homes and their effect
on our communities can be a challenge turned into an

opportunity.
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Grant Writing Workshop
School was in session the morning of June 7, 2017, as over 35 attendees
furiously scribbled notes and digested a plethora of fascinating information
at the ACC-OC Grant Writing workshop held in Lake Forest.
Experts Destin Blais and Andrea Owen from Blais & Associates; a top
quality provider of professional grant management services, who partnered
with ACC-OC on the event, conducted a thorough presentation and
facilitated an engaging dialogue with patrons on the specifics of the grant
framework. Beginning with a broad overview, the Blais team navigated
though:
Best practices
Granting Agencies
Grant Process
Regional Partnerships
Funding Updates
Tips for Success
Being aware of the vast amounts and sources of grant money available is
vitally important for community leaders. As an example, did you know that
from the years 2007-2017, the federal government on average spent over
$500 billion on hundreds of thousands of grant programs?
https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/OverviewOfAwards.aspx
In Fiscal Year 2017, $456.93 billion is expected to flow to states from
Washington D.C. In fact in California alone, Fiscal Year 2017 grant dollars
will amount to $178.37 billion comprised of 239, 233 transactions.
https://www.usaspending.gov/Pages/Default.aspx
Monies are available to fund improvements in education, infrastructure,
combat homelessness, support scientific research, provide for clean energy
initiatives, public safety, water resources and finance programs to create
smarter cities. These are just a few examples of opportunities that
organizations and municipalities can pursue to fully reach their potential and
accomplish their mission and vision goals.
The Grant Writing presentation also included specifics on:
Notable 2017 Water Funding Grants: 23 in total across an array of
projects and funding levels.
Cap and Trade Grants: An outline of the $3.4 billion in state Cap and
Trade expenditures, as well as the $2.2 billion budgeted for spend in

2017/2018.
SB 1- Transportation Update: The 10-year $52 billion Road
Maintenance and Rehabilitation Program, and $125 million in annual
grant opportunities.
The key to tapping these funding pools is understanding the system. The
federal government is just one source of grant dollars, states and
foundations are also prime resources. As ACC-OC Members, you have
access to our weekly grant report that highlights funding opportunities. These
grant reports include information on the source of funding, matching
requirements, deadlines, the preference for regional collaboration, and
information on where your city or organization can submit a grant
application. Additionally, if a city chooses to contact with Blais & Associates
for grant writing services, ACC-OC Members will receive a special discount
for their services.
The workshop was a primer on the field of grants, and attendees received a
college level curriculum. We appreciate and thank Blais & Associates for
their participation and look forward to revisiting this topic at a future seminar.

SB 1 Update
Senate Bill 1 (SB1), the Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation Program
is a comprehensive infrastructure package designed to address
deferred maintenance on the state highway system and the local street
and road system.
Some important elements and recaps on SB 1
$52.4 billion in funding over 10 year
Municipalities benefit immensely, as 50 percent of the proposed
$52.4 billion investment flows to cities' local transportation and
infrastructure needs, $26.5 billion.
State allocation $25.9 billion.
Possible grant opportunities $25 million annually in Local Planning
Grants via Caltrans) and $100 million annually through the Active
Transportation Program, legislature appropriated.
Specific to Orange County, SB 1 will convey enormous benefits to the
region.
$535 million allocated to Orange County roads
$706.9 million to Orange County city roads
$18 million annually for transit funding
OCTA will play a critical role in deploying the funds
The funding mechanism for SB 1 is as follows:
$0.12/gallon increase in gas tax;
50% of a $0.20/gallon increase in diesel excise tax;
5.75% increase in diesel sales tax;
New annual vehicle fee between $25 and $175, depending on
value of the vehicle; and
New $100 annual fee on ZEV's (model year 2020 and later).

Lastly the timeline for implementation:
April 7, 2017: SB1 passes in CA Legislature
November 1, 2017: Fuel excise tax increases take effect (total
$0.30/gallon)
January 1, 2018: Transportation Improvement fee takes effect
November 2018: Potential ballot initiative to seek voter input
July 1, 2020: Zero-emission vehicle registration fee takes effect
Notable in the timeline is a possible pending ballot initiative directed by
District 72 Assemblyman, Travis Allen, which would place SB 1 up for a
vote in the November 2018 election.
As more SB 1 information unfolds, ACC-OC will be your authoritative
source for news.

Meet New ACC-OC President and Mayor of Garden
Grove, Steve Jones

1. Q: What brought you into public service? How did you get
your start?

A: I was originally appointed to Garden Grove Planning Commission in
the late 90's, primarily because I was born and raised in Garden
Grove and had a lot of knowledge about the City. So, it was not really
by design, I just stumbled into it when a seat came open and I was
asked.
I happily served on the Planning Commission for eight years, and then
when (now) Senator Janet Nguyen became a County Supervisor by
special election, she vacated her seat on the Garden Grove City
Council and I was appointed to fill her spot. I was told that I would be
perfect for the position, because I was neutral to a fault.
I was on the Council for a number of years and then ran successfully
for the Mayor of Garden Grove in November of 2016.
2. Q: Tell us about what led you to the ACC-OC President
position?

A: I'm thrilled to say that I have been involved since inception with the
ACC-OC as a founding board member. I have seen it evolve from a
start-up to over the last five years' experiencing very rapid and
accelerated growth. Now it is exciting to become President at a time
when we are shifting gears and settling towards becoming a more
long-term and sustainable organization that can add value to cities
and organization throughout the County.
3. Q: What is your number one goal to achieve at ACC-OC?

A: My predecessor Al Murray did just a super job of facilitating the
transition over to Heather Stratman becoming the new CEO, and I
think she is doing a stellar job, taking the ball and running with it over
the first year. It's funny, I think different organizations require different
things at different times, and I think the best thing I can do as
President this year is really help pave the path and support Heather in
all of her efforts that she has already put in motion.
4. Q: What makes the ACC-OC so unique and successful at what
it does as a brand?
A: Great question. ACC-OC is so unique, because it is the group that
really brings all the local interests together in Orange County, and it is
the strongest representative voice of the True Orange County. Just,
because how it reaches out and brings everyone into the fold from a
policy making and advocacy standpoint in dealing with the people up
north in Sacramento.
5. Q: Talk about Garden Grove. What are your City's greatest
challenges and opportunities?
A: The greatest challenge by far is we have budget woes that have
been with us ever since redevelopment agencies got abolished. And
that is a direct result of how aggressive we were in the realm of
redevelopment and economic development. So we still have our
financial challenges and that carries over to not only fixing the budget,
but trying to address the deferred needs of our public safety in
particular.
Our cup is totally overflowing with new opportunities, I could not be
more thrilled. If anything we are going to die of indigestion, not
starvation. We have got just a ton of fascinating things. The only
downside is that all of these are big projects that are going to take
several years to come to fruition.
We have potentially a $450 million new hotel project in the works
that would give Great Wolf Lodge a run for its money, in terms of
the cool factor it will bring to the City.
We have a potential Nickelodeon themed water park hotel in the
works, we are still trying to assemble the rest of the land, but we
have a strong commitment from a developer who has been
putting up money and assembling and acquiring land.
We have a number of cool things happening in our downtown
area including: A Shaheen Sadeghi project opening next year.
He is the developer of the Anaheim Packing District and the Lab
in Costa Mesa.
We have a group, LSA that is starting to program music
festivals and concerts at our Village Green Park and Garden
Amphitheater.
These efforts are a complete rebranding and we will see a major stepup in our cool factor for Garden Grove over the next few years. It will
become visible as it comes to fruition, but it will take time and we have
to make ends meet between now and then.

6. Q: What are the one or two most important accomplishments
you would like to achieve before leaving the Mayor's office?
A: We have already come a long way in a short time, just in terms of
changing the way we engage with our community and how we do
business. So, we have, better than I have ever seen in my long history
of being involved with the City, a really open dialogue with all our
community stakeholders including: Associations, Neighborhood
Groups, Churches, Business and Chamber, and we have a really
good dialogue going. And we have a whole lot of exciting stuff in our
pipeline. I'm excited that we set the foundation, and now I would like to
see through, a re-imagined Garden Grove campaign blossom with
tangible results and projects coming out of the ground. This will bring a
visible change and look and feel to our downtown area.

ACC-OC Golden Hub of Innovation Awards
On May 12, 2017 at the ACC-OC Sixth Annual Orange County
"Golden Hub of Innovation" awards, community leaders were
honored for their innovative public policy achievements.
The gala event highlights ingenious initiatives with focus on
taxpayer savings and efficacy, and brings together the best
and brightest minds from the Orange County community. The
Click here to view photos from the event!
lunch ceremony held at the Island Hotel Newport Beach drew
over 150 attendees, who gathered to celebrate award
nominees, whose inventive public policy programs are
designed to drive efficiencies and productivity in the application
of city spending initiatives.
With welcome remarks from the Honorable Steve Jones, ACCOC President and Mayor of Garden Grove, the festivities
kicked off as Paul Simonds, Public Affairs Manager, Southern
California Gas Company presented the awards.
ACC-OC CEO, Heather Stratman greeted the winners and
commented that: "Across Orange County, city and business
leaders are developing and implementing game-changing
ideas, methodologies and processes that are improving cities
and creating tangible, substantive and positive differences for
citizens."
Also for this year, the ACC-OC beyond recognizing the winning
submissions, acknowledged the extraordinary work of all
participants who take pride in their professions and their
communities by providing details on all of program submitted
for judging.
As in previous years, dozens of applications were vetted by an

incomparable panel of judges representing a notable and
influential cross-section of academic, commercial and civic
talent from Orange County. The submissions represent the
concerted efforts of teams of dedicated professionals who are
improving their municipalities with transformational ideas that
can become best practices for cities nationwide.
Professor Jay Barbuto - California State University
Fullerton, Mihaylo College of Business
Honorable Laurie Davies - City of Laguna Niguel
Carolyn Emery - Executive Officer, Local Agency
Formation Commission
Tina Javid - Regional Affairs Manager, Southern
California Gas Company
Chip Monaco - Municipal Market Manager, Orange
County Waste Management
Mal Richardson - Best, Best & Krieger
The ACC-OC commends innovation leaders in areas ranging
from public safety to public-private partnerships, environmental
quality and community investment. Additionally, individual
awards were expanded this year to recognize and honor the
most outstanding public servants.
TECHNOLOGY e-GOVERNMENT: Nominations for this
category showcase how technology has cut costs and
improved efficiency, passing savings on to taxpayers.
City of Anaheim, Homeless Census
Moulton Niguel Water District, California Data
Collaborative
CITY PROGRAMS/ DEPARTMENTS-PUBLIC SAFETY:
Nominations for this category detail operational efficiencies and
enhancements and how they saved taxpayer dollars or
improved public safety.
City of Garden Grove Police Department, Special
Resource Team
Orange County Sherriff's Department Lake Forest,
Homeless Liaison Program
ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: Nominations in this
category explain how a project increases efficiency, exceeds
environmental standards, and/or brings cost savings to
taxpayers.
City of Anaheim, Schools Efficiency Partnership Program
Irvine Ranch Water District, Energy Storage Program
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: Nominations in this
category explore how a partnership generated an item,
program or service in ways that saved taxpayer resources,
improved the lives of constituents and served as a model for
other public agencies.

City of Fountain Valley, Economic Development
Programs
City of Tustin/ Orange County Rescue Mission, Tustin
Veterans Outpost
City of Garden Grove & Developer MC Whinney, The
Great Wolf Lodge Southern California
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT: Nominations in this category
detail the economic activity generated by a program or idea, or
the non-tangible benefits that residents enjoy.
City of Orange, Teens-4- Team Orange
COMMUNITY OUTREACH: Nominations in this category
explain how an agency reached out to residents, encouraged
dialogue, raised awareness or solved a problem in the most
transparent manner possible.
Orange County Social Services Agency, Mobile
Response Vehicle Civic Center Outreach
County of Orange, Orange County Waste and Recycling,
Landfill Tour Program
INNOVATOR OF THE YEAR: The innovator of the year
recognizes an outstanding individual who has championed
innovation as the key to public policy solutions.
Orange County Information Technology, Charles
Eckstrom
CITY MANAGER OF THE YEAR: The City Manager of the
Year recognizes a leader who stands out by encouraging
collaboration between local governments, fosters new ideas
and tackles the county's top issues with real solutions.
City of Placentia, Damien Arrula
City of Tustin, Jeff Parker
CITY ELECTED OF THE YEAR: The City Elected of the Year
recognizes a local elected official who has been instrumental in
demanding and implementing innovations that enhance city
services.
City of La Habra, James Gomez
CITY STAFFER OF THE YEAR: The City Staffer of the Year
recognizes a city staff member who has been invaluable in
implementing public policy for their community.
City of Huntington Beach, Chris Cole
ACC-OC is already looking forward to the 2018 edition of the
Golden Hub event!
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West Coast Arborists Inc. Infrastructure Tour
2200 E. Via Burton St.
Anaheim, CA 92806
Thursday, June 15 | 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM
Join ACC-OC and see how West Coast Arborists, Inc. has
elevated the approach to tree care by capitalizing on technology, in
turn changing the tree maintenance and management practices of
yesterday. From helping public agencies mitigate risk associated
with their tree population, to contract compliance, occupational
s a f e t y , fleet management, to emergency dispatch and
res p ons e, West Coast Arborists, Inc. remains to be the
professionals leading the industry in breakthrough methods
of management.
Click here to register!

Transportation Forum
What is the future of transportation in Orange County? In one
word...Innovation.
ACC-OC will be hosting the Moving Orange County Forward
Transportation Forum on July 20, 2017. Organizational leadership
chose the date with historic symbolism in mind, as the calendar will
commemorate the 48th Anniversary of the historic Apollo 11 moon
landing. Certainly the greatest transportation achievement of
humankind.
That stirring accomplishment was built on inspiration, technologies and
best practices, and similarly for Orange County, the next decades of
transportation will be built on: ingenuity, dynamism and creativity.
This forum will explore and create a dialogue centered on three critical
areas: Active Transportation, Transportation Funding Models and
Autonomous Vehicles and Communication Infrastructure.
Consisting of three panel discussions: County, Regional and State
leaders will discuss and collaborate on the principles and foundations

necessary to ensure Orange County is fully able to meet the
transportation challenges of tomorrow.
Panel participants include:
Michelle Martinez, Santa Ana Council member and Southern
California Association of Governments
Homa Nouri, ATP Coordinator, Caltrans
Susan Bransen, Executive Director, California Transportation
Commission
Darrell Johnson, CEO, Orange County Transportation Authority
Sam Morrissey, Chief Principal Planner, Iteris, Inc.
Dr. Aravind Kailas, Principal Technology Planner, Volvo
Dr. Stephen Ritchie, Director, UCI Autonomous Vehicle Innovation
Center
This is sure to be one of the most talked about public policy events of
the year. Do not be left behind, register now:
Moving Orange County Forward Transportation Forum
When: July 20, 2017-2:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. With hosted reception to follow.
Where: Brea Civic and Cultural Center- 1 Civic Center Circle Brea, CA
92821
Members: $45
Non- Members: $65
Non-Refundable after July 10
Click here to register!

ACC-OC Summer Reception
Marriott Hotel Newport Beach
900 Newport Center Drive,
Newport Beach CA 92660
Join ACC-OC as we enjoy the summer rays and mingle with state
and local elected officials at the first ever summer reception
Members: $35
Non- Members: $55
For questions please email Katie Frisz at kfrisz@accoc.org
Click here to register!
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THE CITY SQUARE
Don't forget, your favorite public policy show is now a podcast. Look for our show twice a month and catch
up on all our public policy conversations below.
How can Orange County identify human trafficking victims? Lita Mercado from CSP, Christine Smith and
Elizaveth Denbleynker from Orange County Social Services,discuss Human Trafficking in Orange County,
and what cities and individuals can do to help this problem.

Episode 117: Human Trafficking in Orange County
Download Podbean on iOS and Android or subscribe on iTunes to stay up to date
Listen to more shows here.
Return to Menu

UPCOMING COMMITTEES

Legislative & Regulatory
Thursday, June 22nd | 9:00 a.m.- 10:30 a.m.
Rutan & Tucker
611 Anton Boulevard, 14th Floor, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Connect with ACC-OC Online!
Stay up-to-date with our efforts on Facebook, Twitter, and
now Instagram
The ACC-OC regularly updates its social media pages with our
ongoing efforts as we host and attend events, meetings, and
roundtables with Orange County's policy and community leaders.
Keep up with everything ACC-OC and add your voice to the issues by
following us on Facebook and Twitter!
Also check out our newest social media page on Instagram!

Association of California Cities, Orange County
500 S. Main St. Suite 410, Orange, CA 92868
714-953-1300 | www.accoc.org | heather@accoc.org
Heather Stratman, CEO
hstratman@accoc.org
Diana Coronado, Legislative Affairs Director
dcoronado@accoc.org
Kelsey Brewer, Policy Analyst
kbrewer@accoc.org
Katie Frisz, Events and Sponsorship Manager
kfrisz@accoc.org
Quincy Rush, Policy Assistant
qrush@accoc.org
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